Appendix E - Marxist Expansion

“It cannot be emphasized too strongly or too often that this great nation was founded not by religionists but by Christians, not on religions but on the gospel of Jesus Christ” (Patrick Henry).

I pulled a book off my shelf that regrettably few Americans have probably read: *The Conflict of the Ages*, by Arno C. Gaebelein. The Marxist plan to destroy the USA is just as active in the bowels of our government today as when we were infiltrated by communists and other socialists during the dark ages of Wilson, Hoover and FDR. Here are a few excerpts which should give us a clue what is planned next, if we don’t stop the Progressive train.

“Joseph Stalin has published last year a detailed plan for the destruction of our country. This information was passed on to all the Communistic District organizers and secretaries throughout our country. Read it! Then review in your mind what has taken place and what is increasingly taking place all over our country and note the actions of certain Congressmen and Senators. Then decide for yourself the seriousness of the situation. Here is [a sample of] the devil’s suggestions:

*Religious:* By philosophy, mysticism, the development of liberal cults, and the furtherance of atheism, to discredit all Christian creeds.
Ethical: Legalized abortions; destruction of the family; abolition of inheritance.

Sociological: Abolition of social opposition by subversive practices; create unrest, suspicion and revolt by the workers; intensify class warfare.

Industrial: Advocate the state monopoly of ownership.

Financial: Having organized a general economic crisis by all possible underhanded means … we will throw great crowds of workmen on the street … These crowds will gladly shed the blood of those of whom they, in the simplicity of their ignorance, have been jealous of since childhood and whose property they will then be able to loot.

Political: Set up the ideal of thinking “internationally,” so as to undermine national patriotism; weaken all government departments by corruption.

Educational: Lenin said, When a country is selected for attack we must first set up before the youth of that land a mental barrage which will forever prohibit the possibility of that youth being molded into an armed force to oppose our invading armies … It will be found that powerful organizations of non-communists can be created for this purpose - particularly with the aid of liberal-minded ministers, professors and lecturers.

All that is advocated by these enemies of God and man is being carried out today in the United States and elsewhere. It is not a new program.”

There are variations of this theme in a newer book called The Black Book of Communism. It confirms that the goal of Progressives originated from the same Marxist principles that gave us communism, and that they both share the goal of full spectrum dominance over the citizenry. Under the socialist health care takeover bill and the cap and tax environmentalist bill, they will have the framework to control the air we breathe, our food and water, healthcare, medicine, energy, housing, transportation, finances, news, education, children, entertainment, the internet – in other words: the full spectrum. Wouldn’t Satan be proud? Of course he is, since he designed this plan to begin with. Chairman Mao would no doubt award the current administration merit badges for “feigning democracy in order to seize power and then usurping the Constitution to prepare for despotic rule.”

One of the current weapons in the arsenal of Marxism is community organizing. What follows in the wake of this noble-sounding propaganda system are rebellion, rioting, insurrection and eventually revolution. The participants are first stirred-up with envy and jealousy and then end up embracing theft and other forms of criminality. There is nothing new in this satanic system of rebellion; it existed during Israel’s wilderness wanderings (Psalm 106:13-16).

“They hypocritically professed to stand up for the rights of the congregation … The real cause of the insurrection, as far as the ringleaders were concerned, was envy, or jealousy … Envy often masquerades as the champion of the rights of the community, when it only wishes to grasp these for itself. These aristocratic democrats cared nothing for the prerogatives of the nation, though they talked about them; they wanted to pull down Aaron, not to lift up Israel” (Baron).

It should be obvious to every Christian that Satan is behind most government on earth today. The sad thing is that he is also behind our current system in America, because it has dramatically departed from its original, divinely inspired design. The Bible teaches free enterprise and
capitalism; Satan teaches a smorgasbord of criminal, socialist schemes. Some of them - like government health care, environmentalism, and open borders – are packaged to look like reasonable pursuits, but they are anti-God to the core.

“Satan does incorporate into his vast system certain things which are good in themselves. Many humanitarian ideals, morals, and aspects of culture are consonant with spiritual realities, though resident in the cosmos. The root evil in the cosmos is that in it there is an all-comprehensive order or system which is methodized on a basis of complete independence of God. It is a manifestation of all that Satan can produce as a complete exhibition of that which enters into the original lie … The system which Satan has constructed included all the good which he can incorporate into it and be consistent in the thing he aims to accomplish … including governments, morals, education, art, commercialism, vast enterprises and organizations, and much of religious activity … It is to be judged and destroyed completely. No attempt will be made to salvage anything out of it when its day of demolition arrives” (Chafer).

I think that day of demolition is near, but first this demonic, socialistic system has to be built on a global scale. God won’t destroy this hellish system until it has been instituted and worshipped by all men – the concept of filling up their cup of iniquity. So I expect the plans of the Obama’s and Castro’s and Chavez’s of this world to eventually coalesce into one New World Order. They think their alternate world order is one of their own making, but Satan has been building it and using mannequins like them to perfect it for centuries. This is an ancient battle, not a cutting-edge New Age philosophy. Before it is destroyed, “the Lord will permit it to be tested experimentally to the bitter end. The inevitable default and bankruptcy of the lie” will then be observed by all.


